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Hello. 

You are about to indulge in a series of unique, powerful (and possibly unsettling secrets) 
that will help you convince local owners to do business with you. 

These are my personal methods that I designed out of necessity and are 100% original, 
of which I haven't published before.

It’s important to note that just because something works for me, doesn’t mean it will 
work for you. And you may have to add your own little twist or adaptations. 

But I think you're likely smart enough to take what interests you and make it for your 
own use. 

Feel free to take my hard work and make it yours.

Rather than a table of contents, I'd like you to simply read through the whole thing (it 
won't take too long). I've cut every piece of filler out possible so that everything is 100% 
actionable and straight to the point. 

To start off, I'd like to show you how I get owners to salivate over direct marketing ... 

- Bob Ross
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Drool Time

You should know from high response postcard secrets that you need to make your pros-
pects drool if you want them to be chomping at the bit to buy from you. 

If you want them to be excited, don't expect 'the idea of mailing' alone to wet their whis-
tle. The way I like to set the stage right is to 'dangle' certain information in front of them 
that I know they'll really want. You'll see how I do it in a second. 

You can modify this pitch any way you want, and adapt it for whether you're presenting 
to cold prospects, existing ones, or whether you're doing it by phone, email, or in person 
... but for absolute best results, try to get an owner to OK you bringing them some infor-
mation in person, then use the tactics ahead to get them to start salivating. 

OK, We Have An Owner's Attention

Let's assume you've got an appointment with a prospect (or current client) who's willing 
to look at something you've got to offer. Ideally they'd be someone you have an existing 
relationship with or a referred friend, but even a cold prospect is fine. 

The meeting could be a brainstorming session, a consultation, a workshop, or even a 
quick 'show me what you've got' situation that could happen anywhere.  

There's of course lots of different ways to get in front of an owner for a few minutes, but 
let's just assume you have an appointment to talk to them about some kind of marketing 

service and you know they could be a big client if you can just convince them enough.

First of All ...   
I always make sure to know what they call their customers

Nothing kills a sale faster than sounding like you don't know their industry. What term 
you refer to their customers by will immediately make this evident. You would not for 
example, claim to get more customers to a Dentist, as they usually call them Patients. 

Same for Chiropractors and many other medical professionals. But say patients to 
cosmetic dentists, plastic surgeons, therapists (or some psychologists) and you might 
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look stupid since they typically call them clients. That means the "I can show you how to 
double your customers in ten days" tagline you thought was so brilliant might actually 
be turning a lot of people away for that very reason. 

Customers, Clients, and Patients are the big three, but other terms you'll run into are: 
consumers, members, patrons, guests, partners, visitors, shoppers, residents, and prob-
ably some strange ones as well you'll run into once in a while. 

Some businesses may have their one quirky preference, but in general:

•  retail shops and everyday service providers call them customers

• medical professionals  call them patients (or more upscale ones call them clients)

• hair stylists & salons call them clients

• remodelers & most home improvement call them leads or prospects before they 
buy and customers once they've bought. 

• service professionals usually call them clients

• restaurants may call them patrons, guests, diners, or customers

• hotels call them guests

You're a professional, not a marketing handyman. If you're going to help someone's 
business you should at least sound like you're accustomed with their niche. 

I always make sure that if I'm sending any kind of pdf, email or direct mail for prospect-
ing purposes, to always use the correct terms and lingo. If you're using generic collateral, 
it's often best to avoid any of those terms at all. 

[note: For simplicity, I'm probably going to use the word "customer" throughout this 
guide when speaking in general terms.]

Now, with that out of the way, I'll show you how I pitch a hot, legitimate prospect. 
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Big Pimpin'
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Big Pimpin'

Trust me ... If I could find a better analogy to use to explain this next process I would. In 
all honesty though, it's what makes the most sense. 

For lack of a better alternative, I'm going to show you how to be more or less like a pimp. 
Except instead of pimping hoes, you'll be pimping customers. 

Now you wouldn't want to show off any old customer if you're trying to get a clients 
business would you? 

No, you'd show off your better ones, or more preferably, the types that your client will 
most likely be interested in. 

Follow what I'm saying?

Don't worry if any of what's ahead sounds like it would be impossible for you to do (I'll 
tell you how to do it all afterwards).  For now, just sit back and appreciate how convinc-
ing it is. 

Also,remember, feel free to modify any of it for your own use, whether it's for in-person 
presentations, cold calls, emails, sales letters, or however you wish.

How To Convince A Local Business Owner 
That You Are The Best Thing To Ever 

Come Into Their Life
For this example, let's say I'm a marketer in Topeka, Kansas, and I've got an appoint-
ment with Roy Dittrich, owner of a local pool sales & supply company who's willing to 
take a look at what I've got. I know from one of my clients who referred me, that he does 
a lot of advertising from TV/Radio/Billboards, etc. to some internet as well. He's got $$.

Because this guy has a lot of potential to be a big long-term client, it would involve 
slightly more preparation of a pitch than what I'd do for someone who I wasn't sure 
could be a potential monster-sized client, but all of my pitches are very similar in nature. 

------------ PITCH BEGINS ------------ 
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[after shaking hands & getting settled, etc.]

"Roy, do you get a lot of people trying to sell marketing stuff to you? 

Well, I hope I have something you'll like. ... Well, I know I have something you'll like. 

I'm a different kind of marketer Roy... you'll see why in a second ...  but one thing that 
differentiates me from everyone else is that I absolutely hate wasting money. 

I like every dollar to count. 

What I find, in most cases, is that most people's marketing doesn't actually make every 
dollar count. Maybe every 20th dollar counts, you know what I mean?

For example, Topeka's got 127,000 people in it. But you don't try to reach all of them do 
you? That would be a waste, because they don't all apply to you? 

You only really wanna deal with people who either: have a pool or can buy a pool, right?

A lot of those 127,000 are full of [counting on my fingers for cheap theatrics]: renters, 
hermits, 90 year olds, people living in areas that you don't typically find pools, all sorts 
of non-customers.

Now if you could kick all those people out and just reach out to the ones that: own 
homes, live in the right areas, maybe have kids, make good incomes, don't have a pool, 
or have a pool, ... you wouldn't be wasting money would you?

Every dollar would start to count. It'd be a lot cheaper, and more effective.

Do you do anything right now Roy that reaches exactly your target audience? "

[just mentally note whatever they answer and move on]

"So here's two numbers for you: 

[write them down with a sharpie, tear off a sheet, and give it to them] 

2,517    4,513 

"These two numbers Roy, will be your favorite numbers in the world. The first number is 
how many homeowners in Topeka who:

•  make over $75,000 a year
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• have kids under 16.

• live in nice neighborhoods

• and who do NOT currently have a pool." 

[they'll be totally floored at this, but next 
comes the absolute jaw-dropper, where you 

will see them possibly go into full-on shock ... ]

"That's a hell of a number to know isn't it. 

Now I'm going to show you something that you've never imagined seeing in your wildest 
dreams. I'm going actually let you SEE these where all these people are, like if someone 
gave us a crystal ball of the perfect future pool buyers..."

[I then show, on my tablet (or phone), an interactive map of Topeka with red placemarkers scattered 
all over. I then zoom into the nicer neighborhoods ... showing placemarks for every family, (names 
included), in nice neighborhoods, that DON'T have a pool yet. Then I switch to a satellite view and they 
see the actual homes as they are in real life. With a few taps on the screen, suddenly the placemarkers 
change from red to blue, and all the homes WITH pools are suddenly identified and displayed. ]

[their eyes will now come close to launching straight out of their sockets, and you will have now offi-
cially achieved marketing mega-pimp status. In between their sudden gasps of amazement, you'll likely 
get questioned about how the hell you got your hands on that kind of data and information. Some will 
be salivating in delight, some will be stuck in shock, and some will be downright terrified of you. Just 
respond accordingly.

You've given your prospect real value even before even doing anything for them. You've established 
that you're not the typical marketing buffoon flaunting around keyword statistics, internet studies, or 
dodgy promises to "triple their business next month". Instead, You're perceived to be someone who 
clearly understands their industry, makes bulletproof sense, and has information that they would near-
ly kill someone for.

In fact (amazingly) you haven't even needed to resort to the whole "I can produce tremendous results" 
crutch. Instead, all you've really done is show them an idea of marketing more efficiently. It just hap-
pens to be presented in a way that makes you look like the second coming of Christ. 

And you haven't even brought up direct mail! That's the beauty of this type of presentation, it avoids 
leading in with direct mail (which isn't very sexy by itself) and instead gives them something to drool 
over.]

--------

[pitch continues]
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[While scrolling around the map and looking at all the homes]

"So If I'm right, Roy, these should be just about exactly the people you want to market 
to, is that right? 

Definitely not the 127,000 people, but only these 2500 or so. 

The second number is all the people who HAVE pools. And a bunch of them will be your 
own customers, so if you wanted to narrow it down further, we could actually scrub your 
customer list against mine, and take the ones left away from your competitors.

Now just knowing who they all are doesn't mean you can just start knocking down their 
doors, right? Unless you want to piss people off. 

I do a lot of different marketing Roy, a lot. But I know no better way to do reach every-
one who matters, than by sending a nice postcard. I mean there's just no other way 
besides knocking on their doors. 

And it costs what? ...  less than a dollar each? 

I told you I was a very different marketer, and I told you I did not like things that waste 
money. 

Roy let me ask you a question ... can you see ANY problem, whatsoever, of reaching out 
to exactly the people you've been trying to reach this whole time?

[DEAL'S BASICALLY DONE, all the rest is details. End Pitch]

------------

That's the gist of how the ideal pitch goes as far as 'selling' them to the point where 
they're usually ready to give you their first born. 

After that, it would come down to discussing postcard options, data options, consulting 
fees, pricing, etc. All of which is going to be dependent on your business model, profit 
requirements, etc. 

If they do NOT feel you've shown them anything valuable, I'm sorry, but their brain is 
apparently not capable of making sound decisions and you're better off moving on. In 
most cases though, you'll have a deal one way or another. Even if you just sell them the 
data to do what they please with it!
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[Remember]

Don't think you have to copy everything word for word or it won't work. This is the way 
I present things, under the ideal circumstances. What I want you to do is break apart my 
presentation and form it to fit your particular needs. 

You may take parts of it for your pitch, your close, your whale bait, your emails, your 
cold calls, or whatever. 

Just adapt it to how you see fit.

You're probably wondering how the heck I'd have this godforsaken map that acts like a 
crystal ball amongst other things, so I'll show you .. 
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Prepare For Battle

There are certainly times when you don't need to get too caught up in preparation and 
should rather be out taking action. 9x12 is a perfect example, as it's designed to start 
working right away with a minimal amount of prep work. 

However, selling direct marketing services that often involve owners spending thou-
sands of dollars (frequently) with you, is something you need to be more seriously pre-
pared to deal with. I don't know about you, but I take these opportunities very seriously, 
and am willing to invest some of my time (or my assistants time) researching as needed, 
and even paying for information if I think it's worth the risk. 

Fortunately, preparing only really takes time in the beginning, when it's all new to you. 
After you get used to looking certain things up, you'll be able to extract all the right info 
within minutes (and is also very easy for you to offload to a VA to compile for you). A 
lot of research for one business will also be relevant to others, so you'll find that after a 
short time, you'll have almost everything you need either already ready or will be 90% 
there. 

What You'll Need

To wow the pants off prospects, there's a series of information you'll need to have on-
hand. While you can certainly get by without all of them, I like to have the following as 
much as possible:

• Population of Entire General Area

• Number of Residential Addresses 

• Number of Residential Addresses within a tight radius

• Basic "customer profile" criteria that's likely to be of interest to that niche

• CSV list of people matching the same basic criteria

• Smartphone and/or tablet with Google Maps or similar software app.
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Step One: 
Get The Generic Numbers Down

It's an absolute must, as a local direct marketer, to know your local population and how 
many mailing addresses there are. These numbers will come in handy all the time for 
various reasons, but one is so that you can clearly define the huge contrast between a 
targeted group of addresses and the non-targeted group. 

When your prospect realizes they've been marketing to a hundred thousand people this 
whole time when they should have only been marketing to 2,500, it can be one of those 
true "page-turning" moments. Without the proper figures, explaining the concept alone 
won't have such an impact. 

To find population, a simple internet search will turn it up instantly. 

To find mailing addresses, use the USPS EDDM tool here:  
https://eddm.usps.com/eddm/customer/routeSearch.action

-I usually type a centralized address in, choose a radius that covers the whole area, 
choose 'residential only' addresses, eliminate PO boxes, and select all routes. (A 
handy shortcut to figuring out mailing addresses on the fly is to halve the popula-
tion, as about 2.2 people live in each address). 

Keep these numbers always at hand. I also like to also get the numbers down for any 
specific suburbs, zip codes, or even neighborhoods whenever possible. Tighten the radi-
us down according to what your prospect might be reaching and jot them down. 

Again, you'll find that you'll be referencing these same numbers a lot as you work with 
other clients, so the research part of everything is often only tedious in the beginning. 
But it's actually pretty exciting and interesting to figure out so it's not a bad use of time. 

Step Two: 
Get Their Ideal Customer Down

Every business owner has certain customer profiles they have good results with. These 
might involve certain traits, demographics, locales, or maybe certain 'events' that have 
recently happened. 

Whatever it is, there's always a common denominator or two that make up their best 
customers. When they advertise, these are the type of people they're hoping to reach 
and attract. Fortunately with the free resources I'm going to share, you can lookup and 
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procure lists of these ideal customers with an unsettling amount of detail and it's the 
PERFECT thing to tease your prospect with (as evidenced by the pitch earlier).

After all, if they're spending all this money trying to find these people in the first place 
... what better than not having to spend all that money and instead having a simple list 
showing exactly where they're located!?

This is the critical difference between internet marketers and direct marketers. Internet 
marketers (like SEO guys) are like hunters who spend a bunch of money on gear, and 
then just sit there waiting forever and ever for one to come sprinting across the field for 
a chance to shoot 'em. 

And if that's not difficult enough, imagine a dozen other hunters trying to shoot the 
same deer going across the same field, at the same time, many of which have better 
marksmanship and equipment than you. 

Direct marketing is totally different. You're not waiting for one to come around and slip 
by everyone else. You go find them. 

Direct marketing is as if you were given a map of where they freakin' sleep at night, so 
you can just start shooting 'em all while they're most vulnerable. (I'm making an analogy 
here of course!).

Since you won't typically have much information about the clientele of your prospect 
(yet) you'll need to make some educated guesses. This is actually GREAT practice and 
skill-building, since you'll become rapidly more familiar with specific niches. 

If you get comfortable with one niche, you can easily start prospecting the same niches 
in other towns. This is one of the best way to scale. 

What I do, is try to figure out what traits, locations, and various demographics might be 
attractive for that particular client. The typical criteria of ideal customers would consist 
of things like:

• Age Range

• Sex

• Marital Status

• Income Range

• Whether they have kids
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• If they're pet owners

• What neighborhoods or areas they live in

• If they're homeowners or renters 

• Life events, such as new parent, new homeowner, recently married, recently di-
vorced, turning 65, etc. 

• Any special information that may appeal specifically to that niche. 

Simply jot down any educated guesses you can  ... but if you feel like you aren't sure of 
some, don't bother; Just move on to the next. Remember, in direct mail, you can be 
wrong 99 times out of 100 and still make a killing, so some information is always better 
than none. 

In the earlier pitch example, our prospect was a pool company. My first guess would 
be he'd probably want to reach something like: 35-55 year old married couples, single 
family homeowners, incomes over $75k, have kids under 16, live in nice neighborhoods, 
and don't have a pool (if trying to sell pools), or have a pool (if trying to sell pool services 
or supplies). 

You might be unimpressed by having to do this  kind of thought and research, but hon-
estly it's what will make you a better marketer. So many marketers want to avoid 'work' 
and instead try to find one size fits all' solutions; but then you're just a lowly service 
provider who delivers cruddy results. 

Learn a little about your clients industry. Be the professional you claim to be.

If you expect an owner to invest their trust (and cash) with you, the least you can do is 
spend a few minutes thinking about their customers and how you'll reach them best. 
You can always spot a fake local marketer (generally a product creator) when they brag 
about how they never have to do any real work and that it's all on 100% autopilot. 

Yeah right, look I'm all for delegating and enjoying life (I have physical assistants, virtu-
al assistants, and various employees doing all sorts of tasks) but in the local marketing 
scene, you WILL always be doing some form of research, preparation, and action taking 
to stay on top. 

Step Three 
Locate and Tally Up Their Best Customers

Now that you've got a basic, good idea of who their ideal customers are, it's time to find 
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out how many of them are in the market. There are two free sources I recommend for 
this: 

leadsplease.com and myacxiompartner.com

leadsplease is a great online resource where you can lookup counts (for free) of all sorts 
of demographics. They get the bulk of their data from experian (the credit reporting bu-
reau) which is very accurate. 

There's nothing wrong with using leadsplease to lookup list counts, but I highly prefer 
myacxiompartner.com by far. Setting up an account (free), will require manual approv-
al, in which you'll need to prove that you're a legitimate business, but it's an INSANE 
resource to have at your fingertips. 

You see, recently Acxiom, the worlds largest data compiler, decided to open up their 
'vault' of information to small-fry marketers like us, encouraging us to take advantage 
of the same lucrative data that only massive firms and corporations typically had direct 
access to before.

This means, you, the lowly local marketer, can now uncover (with frightening accuracy), 
the location and details of most any customer you can dream of. 

Here, in this example above, I've gone absolutely crazy with the data, just to show you 
how crazy it can get. I randomly chose San Diego, and picked a request of:
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Males from Poland, Between 32-45, income over $60,000, have male children between 
6-10 years old, live in single-family homes, own a dog, have over $10,000 in networth 
gold, have responded to mail before, and are likely to have purchased footwear from 
Kohls, as well as eat at KFC and use crest toothpaste. 

The results? ...Zero (not surprisingly). With ridiculous criteria like that, it's not likely 
to have many of those targets around. For fun though, I switched the prospect pool to 
Nationwide instead of San Diego, and found that 37 of them do in fact exist!

For a little over a dime each, I could buy their names and addresses ($50 minimum if 
it's under that), which is so interesting, lucrative, and downright terrifying, it belongs in 
a lifetime drama movie; But this 'underground' data is completely available to buy for 
legal use. 

This is where I extracted the data counts for the pool company example. Note that you 
don't need to necessarily BUY the info ... you can simply generate the counts to use in 
your pitch so you can show them exactly what their actual market consists of compared 
to all the crap they've been marketing to currently. 

But if you do buy the info, you'll be able to put it into the crystal ball (ahead). So it's 
more or less a decision you've got to weigh the worth of). 

A really nice feature myacxiompartner has, is when you lookup a count, on the final 
screen you can scroll down and view breakdowns (which also will export to you in a pdf 
for free), showing a simple breakdown of all the criteria in an unbranded PDF! 

Amazeballs. Now it's time for the Crystal Ball ... 
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Step Four 
The Crystal Ball  

Now that you've got your best hoes (er... customers) selected, it's time you showed them 
off. Now you could simply tell your prospects that you have direct access to these perfect 
customers ... (and that alone does work) ... but if you REALLY want to watch their jaw 
drop out of their faces  ... SHOW them. 

We are visual creatures. Anything you can condense into images is preferred, as it let's 
you relay powerful messages in very short amounts of time (like most initial appoint-
ments we have with business owners are). 

So here's what I do:

I download any data I can from listshack.com 

Listshack.com is owned by my friend Josh Stacy (who's in our member group as well), 
and is the only source of unlimited lists with good demographic criteria I know of. At 
only $50/month (no contract), I've been using it religiously for maybe 2 or 3 years now. 

I even whitelabel it as a reseller (my site is UnlimitedListGenerator.com), charging $99/
month for what you can go direct to him for half. (and use code: bobross if you want $10 
off to try it). 

What listshack allows you to do is download unlimited (in blocks of 10,000 at a time) 
lists of consumers or businesses, anywhere in the USA, with plenty of useful demo-
graphics and criteria you'll  use). 

For example, within minutes, you can download a list of all the homeowners of certain 
ages, making over certain incomes, right in the area your prospect is located in. 

That's a great list for home remodelers like windows/siding/doors/roofing/insulation, 
etc. and home service industries like carpet cleaning/pest control/landscaping, as well 
as retail like carpet & flooring stores/home & garden/etc. 

So with the list downloaded in CSV, you can easily IMPORT the dataset right into your 
Google Maps "My Maps" or probably into any interactive map software out there too. 

YOU WILL NOT BELIEVE HOW AMAZING IT IS TO HAVE THIS DATA 
SHOW UP ON INTERACTIVE MAPS.

SEE FOR YOURSELF HERE: highresponsemarketing.com/crystal-ball 
NOW IMAGINE YOUR CLIENTS SEEING THIS!!!

http://highresponsemarketing.com/crystal-ball
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BY FAR, This "crystal ball" is something I can simply not run my business without any-
more. I am addicted to it from using it for research, consulting, pitching, etc. 

Just please read over their terms of service and make sure you're abiding by it! 

Trust me, you will shock every owner you meet with it. 

Here's how to do it:

1. Go to google.com/mymaps and login if asked

2. Click the "import layer" link and go ahead and import your CSV

3. Select the columns that determine location

4. Pick a column to use as a placemark title

 .... And watch as all your targets pop up on the map! It's even more amazing when you 
click 'base map' and select satellite view, then zoom in all the way and see their houses!

Click any placemark and all the data from your spreadsheet will spring up for that par-
ticular household, including their name, address, incomes, and any other data you've 
pulled up (so please keep this information PRIVATELY on your personal google account 
and do NOT publish it to google earth or something stupid like that!!!! You need to re-
spect peoples personal information and you don't want it freely available for just anyone 
to see). 

You can also add many layers to the map with different spreadsheets for each one, with 
different placemark colors, so you can switch to whatever data you want to display for 
that particular client. After a while you'll be like me and have maps with lots of layers 
that I can choose from in most any presentation. 

You can also easily order the placemarks by various ranges, like maybe put all the higher 
incomes as one color, etc. It's so powerful I can't even find the words to express it. 

Since the data is on your google account, it's available on whatever device you can log-
in with, so you'll always have it ready no matter if you've got your tablet, ipad, iphone, 
android, or whatever device that has the google maps app installed. 
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Hot Opps
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"Hot Opportunities"

"Hot Lists" are ones that contain people who are going through certain events or stages 
in their lives. Think "new parents", "recently married", etc. These "Hot Opps" are really 
great to use as 'bait' and perfect for uploading into interactive maps to floor your pros-
pects with.

If you're feeling fancy, buy a "new mover" or "new homeowner" list for your area and 
show home improvement companies exactly where every person who just bought a 
home in the last X days lives. Or show a dentist every person who just moved into the 
area and probably needs to find a new one.  Or a chiro, or furniture dealer, or gym, or 
restaurant, etc. The possibilities are endless aren't they?

Speaking of restaurants, you may have heard that 'Birthday' marketing can be tremen-
dously profitable. Most people do go out to dinner on their birthday, often bring mul-
tiple guests, and do often have higher bills to go with it, so it's natural that restaurant 
owners want to be the one the person goes to for their birthday. 

Imagine going up to a restaurant owner, and showing them on a map on your phone (or 
tablet) EVERY household in the local area who has a birthday next month. Right down 
to the name, address, and more. You zoom around the imagery and see all the homes 
around town with birthdays clearly identified, like something you'd see in a sci-fi movie.

And not just restaurants, you can show the same data to all sorts of businesses who'd 
like to send a birthday offer to, such as auto service shops, bakeries, coffeshops, bagel 
shops, gyms, boutiques, event/experience, amusement parks, and lots more. 

You can actually turn something like this into an entire business model itself, selling 
space off on larger postcards (think 6.5x12, 8.5x11, 9x12) to multiple non-competing 
businesses who want to reach birthday boys and girls.

And I don't know a consumer out there who wouldn't mind getting a giant glossy post-
card chock full of awesome coupons and deals valid during their upcoming birthday 
month!

And lastly, just when you thought it couldn't get better ... 

You can actually use listshack's unlimited downloads to get the birthday list instead of 
buying a separate one. Listshack has an option to download specific birthday month 
criteria, so you can download all the birthday-ers you want and map them into your pre-
ferred interactive map app!
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Deep Data
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You may wonder, after reading this far, how accurate all this data you can find is, and 
how it even got compiled in the first place. After all, it does seem awfully unsettling that 
information like this can all be accessible for virtually anyone to buy and exploit if they 
want. 

The fact is ... 

Most Everyone's Information Is Currently Be-
ing Tracked, Recorded, Profiled, Invaded, and 

made Available to Buy For Pennies!
With almost pure certainty, there's even data on you available.  In fact, our friends at 
Acxiom claim to have something like 1500 data points on over 200 million people in the 
USA alone! 

Here's how it comes about being collected:

A LOT of data is stored about us from all sorts of sources. Even more now that the in-
ternet and mobile apps have gotten so 'smart' and invasive. Just within the last couple 
years, I've seen the data available flourish into extreme amounts of detail, especially 
from the fact that Facebook data is now merged with physical data (thanks to Acxiom by 
the way). 

The basics about people like their ages, addresses, sex, marital status, etc. comes mostly 
from public records. Public records and census surveys generally provide basic collec-
tion sources of data, but magazine subscriptions, warranty cards, surveys, question-
naire’s, sweepstakes entries, customer rewards and loyalty cards, and God knows what 
other things we give up our info to everyday are also sources. 

Then you've got unique stuff that might be a little harder to figure out how it got collect-
ed, such as whether someone has a swimming pool or not. (Remember how pool pitch 
earlier?), leaving you to wonder how data could be collected about who has a pool or 
not? Well, data compilers regularly buy tax assessment records where pools are always 
a part of. They'll also get information that shows they may have a pool by other means, 
such as you buying certain pool products and filling out warranty cards, or registering 
online, or opting into something that you didn't read the fine print for, etc. 

Or maybe you simply subscribe to "pools of america" magazine, which sells their list of 
subscribers off. While some compilers may take that piece of data alone as good enough 
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to say "he's got a pool", others (like Acxiom) will usually see if other data supports that 
you have a pool before actually making it onto the list for sale. 

Some stuff, like income, can be a little off sometimes. It's not like they look up your pay-
stubs right? Well... 

Paychecks Aren't Even Safe!
With references from: http://www.cbsnews.com/news/the-data-brokers-sell-
ing-your-personal-information/

One company owned by a huge credit reporting agency even collects people’s pay stub 
data and claims to store info from 38% of all American’s paychecks. (Feel free to Google 
it and see for yourself). 

And those “Free” Apps you download on your phone? Most people think they make 
money through ads that they display, but that’s not all ... they actually can make money 
from selling YOUR personal information. You’re essentially paying for the app with your 
personal info instead of your money. 

Those permissions that pop up that you just blindly agreed to? You probably gave them 
free access to scan your text messages, emails, photos, web history, phone records, 
which (combined with your personal data), are free to sell it off to compilers and brokers 
who resell it via for marketers [like you] to purchase publicly. 

-----

“With little thought to the consequences, smartphone users casually give sweeping 
permissions to mobile apps to upload and use private information stored on their devic-
es,” says Dave Jevans, CEO, Chairman, and CTO of Marble Security. “What they do not 
understand is that once uploaded, personal data is frequently sold to advertisers around 

the world.”

-----

Even things like whether there’s children in the home, ages of children, equity available 
in home, type of car driven, education level, are easily for sale. 

And then it gets very, very ‘invasive”, to where you can buy lists of people who recently 
bought X brand of deodorant, or “shops at big & tall stores”, or even things like “recently 
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had a child die”. 

Want to buy a list of gay male renters who make $60k+ per year and have a genetic 
history of heart cancer and are alcoholics? That list is available. Go on http://www.con-
sumerbase.com/ and search for “disease” and you can whip out your credit card and buy 
a list of all the people in your state with whatever kind of disease you can think of. 

Using Data The Right Way

While this product is aptly titled "dark secrets" and does in fact deal with the very dark 
secrets of direct marketing that I've created, used, or experienced, I hope that you have 
the right intentions and only market for the right purposes , not to exploit people who 
shouldn't be. 
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My Darkest 
Secret 

To Generating 
The HIGHEST 

Response
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Hold Onto Your Panties

If you're an elite member of mine, you may have gone through the "marketing sorcery" 
module (at highresponsemarketing.com/members), which details the method I've dis-
covered to be the most surefire way to generate extremely high direct mail response. 

As you should know by now, response is not so much a product of the "special offer", but 
more so how well it's reaching the most likely customers to buy. 

While this guide may seem to have you covered in that sense, it's actually not as optimal 
as it may seem. 

That's because what I've shown you in this guide so far, is how to pull data about cus-
tomers that we can make educated guesses about. 

We've only guessed, so it's not totally accurate (it doesn't need to of course but the more 
accurate it is, the higher the response) but we've also guessed based on what we think 
our clients will like too, which is why it appeals to them so much. 

In reality, what our clients WANT to attract as customers is not often who responds the 
best. Sure, maybe they want upscale rich people to come in and spend a bunch of money 
.. and targeting them might just do that ... but the customers who spend the most mon-
ey might be a whole (or slightly) different demographic that isn't so attractive to think 
about. 

So when it comes to actually figuring out WHO are the best customers, without guess-
ing, and WHERE more of them are ... you have to tap into some technical data wizardry. 

While I strongly encourage you to go through the "marketing sorcery" video series mod-
ule ... I'll give you the gist of it ... 
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Acxiom Will Do It All For You 
 With The "Enhanced Lookalike Report"'

On your myacxiompartner.com free account setup, you'll have access to "portrait re-
ports", two of which are the most relevant: lookalike and enhanced lookalike reports. 

For $150-$250 (at which you can charge MANY times more for) you can upload your 
clients database, filtered by BEST customers, and Acxiom will automatically cross ref-
erence every one of them with the information they have on file (which will have ev-
erything from their hobbies, interests, net worths in gold, what cars they drive, ages of 
homes, how much they owe on homes, equity values, and oodles of other information 
that they have on file of your clients customers). 

Then within hours (or a day max), it will email you a PDF with hundreds of insights into 
all of those traits, demographics, interests, etc. in a very detailed and easy to read docu-
ment. It even shows what are the big commonalities, and then ... it even sets up a mail-
ing list within the radius you choose, with the best criteria (from the report) for more 
local prospects with the same commonalities!

This is a far, far cry from the days when Dan Kennedy mentioned a marketer spending 
the day in his clients parking lot to see what commonalities the customers had and find-
ing out they had an increased tendency to drive white lexuses. 

Now, you just click a button, pay a paltry sum, and the worlds greatest data compiler 
will do all the analyzation and locate more rabid prospects with the same hidden traits 
as their best current customers FOR YOU. 
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Cloud The Results

I hope I don't get lynched for talking about this, but I'm just going to be honest here:

Look, as direct response marketers, we hold an ability that other marketers don't - the 
power to bring in results. However, the better you get at it, the less effort it takes. And 
that means it can often get a lot cheaper for clients. 

What may have taken you 10,000 mailings before to do, now takes you 2500, which 
means you're actually susceptible to missing out on a lot of potential income.

This is important to think about, because getting your clients to keep spending decent 
amounts of money is pretty critical if you want to keep getting paid well. 

It's a reason why other media reps like billboard, tv, radio, etc. don't sell on 'response' 
but rather exposure ... so that they can keep collecting money without the client ever 
knowing whether it's working or not. 

Ad agencies do the same thing ... by spreading out their clients money into all sorts of 
channels, it's really hard to tell what's working and therefore they don't cut anything off 
for fear of knocking out the golden goose. 

(it's also why I tell everyone to push EXPOSURE on 9x12 spaces, not response!). 

But how do you do that when solo mail campaigns that are purposefully sold to get re-
sponse? 

Well first of all, by following the type of pitch structure in this guide, you can see that 
I tend to sell even targeted mailings based on "reaching the targets efficiently" rather 
than  getting X response. I really don't like selling campaigns where certain response is 
expected or required, but when I do I always follow the concepts in the 'high response' 
guide that you picked up along with this product. 

That being said, not every client will give you the freedom to target all the best data and 
create all the best offers ... so you've got to be a little creative about how you can deliver 
some response but keep the volume up so that it they have to keep doing it. 

You put a little fog in the air. so they can't see the results perfectly clearly.  I call it 
'clouding results'. And please I hope I don't go to hell for sharing this ... 
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Sell Them A Variety Package
While I probably built this chapter up to be about some pretty dodgy sounding practices, 
there's actually a lot of good reason to do this. It's just got an ulterior motive attached 
that's a little bit on the greedy side. But anyways, here's how it works:

Don't sell single-target purpose campaigns if at all possible. That means if you've figured 
out that the ideal customer is 40-50 years old, makes over 70k, homeowner, has kids, 
etc... don't make your campaign a mailing to that list alone. 

Always, always, always include other target data mailings at the same time whenever 
possible. This means instead of selling a 6,000 highly targeted campaign for say $3,500, 
offer a packaged campaign for the same price, like:

• 5k EDDM Saturation

• 2k Targeted Customer Profile List

• 230 Recent Movers

• 120 Upcoming Birthdays

And if you've got a 9x12 going currently, include 5k or 10k+ of them as well of course. 

The beauty of this strategy is that:

• The perceived value is much higher (lots more 'stuff they get')

• The chances of getting response through one or more channels is higher 

• Some will get double (or even triple) mailed, increasing response alone

• Results will get 'clouded'

Because you've got a great mixture of saturation, targeted, and hot list mailings at the 
same time, there's a heck of a good chance of getting response from one, multiple, or all 
angles. This type of campaign should produce just as good of an ROI as a single target-
ed one, yet the results end up getting clouded by the variety, and thus they don't end up 
wanting to kill off the bad portion because they won't know! 

Yes, we should be primp and proper marketers and track everything, etc. But is that 
sometimes cutting our own throats? Just think about how to keep them happy while 
keeping you happy as well. 
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Postcard Whale Bait 2.0

Now this wouldn't be a guide about direct mail for marketers without showing you how 
to get clients using it, would it!?

Fortunately, I've got you covered. I've actually been using direct mail to get business 
owners to call me for about eight years now, almost exclusively using a technique I call 
"whale bait". 

You may be familiar with my original whale bait guide I released about two years ago, 
but I've made a really great discovery since then that I'm going to share here. And just in 
case you haven't read about it before or have forgotten, I'll get you back up to speed. 

Using direct mail to prospect for new clients has been done for decades, and many of-
fline marketers selling all sorts of services have looked into direct mail to pique owners 
interests. 

The problem is that it's really tough to get a business owner to read your mailpiece! 

That's because when you mail to a larger sized business (the ones with money), the mail 
almost always gets filtered by a secretary. 

The secretary does not care about your marketing services and will likely toss your let-
ters or postcards out since they don't want to give the owner any 'junk'. 

So you've got to mail creatively so that it bypasses the gatekeeper and has a better 
chance of getting read by the owner. 

Most Use Lumpy Mailers
Marketers have devised all sorts of clever ways to get mail past the 'gatekeeper' and 
into the owner's hands ... often using some kind of lumpy mail strategy where you put 
a cheap toy or something that's got bulk to it, so that the secretary thinks it's got to be 
valuable and just passes it on. 

There's also other techniques, such as sending it in priority mail envelopes, and all sorts 
of 'official' looking type things, etc. 

Those methods can work, for sure, but they're not exactly cheap to do. You're usual-
ly looking at $4 - $10 or so to mail these type of pieces. Not a huge investment but it's 
enough to turn many off from trying it often enough to see results. 
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So back in 2008 when I was fairly new to selling my "pitch book" services to contractors 
across the nation, I racked my brain trying to figure out how to get clients through the 
mail. 

I knew I had a service they'd benefit from, the biggest problem was just getting them 
to read the letters. What I'd do is compile lists of larger sized remodeling companies in 
different cities, mail them letters, then I'd call (and email) to see if they'd gotten it and 
what they thought. 

What would happen ALL THE TIME is they'd say they never got anything and that their 
receptionists probably just threw it out. A lot of them would be really interested and 
want more info; so it pissed me off that the initial letters were rarely making it into their 
hands. 

I considered doing lumpy mailers to increase the exposure, but because I was mailing 
hundreds per month out, it would be way too costly for me, plus I just kept thinking 
their had to be an easier way. 

So I eventually thought of a solution, it worked, and I've been using it ever since.

Let Me Tell You How Well This Strategy Works ... 
Interestingly enough, a guy by the name of Dovi Frances figured out the same strategy at 
almost the exact same time, and used it to land two billionaire clients. 

Dovi was a junior-level bank employee in his late 20's at Deutsche Bank, mostly selling 
loans, but suddenly unable to when the recession hit in 2008 and took away most all 
funding. 

So he had to try something new. He did something no one had ever done before ... sell 
financial services to some of the wealthiest people in California ... via direct mail.

Most marketers would think that getting the owner of a $1M local business to look at a 
direct mail piece is impossible, let alone reach billionaires. 

But guess what ... out of 2000 letters Dovi sent, one guy responded. That guy happened 
to be billionaire Sergey Grishin. 

Quoted from This Article: 
http://www.businessinsider.com/sg-financial-dovi-frances-profile-2014-4

"Frances got an email from Grishin about 3 a.m., saying, "Hey, Dovi, I 
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got the letter. I want to meet. I just bought this house for $27 million 
in cash! When are you available?" 

They met that same morning in Santa Barbara. After, he managed to 
bring Grishin on board as a client. They did some deals together, and 
eight months later Frances left the bank to launch SG, LLC. (SG stands 
for Sergey Grishin.)" 

And in case you think it's just some fluke, in 2014 Dovi did it again, sending out direct 
mails to extremely wealthy people for life insurance. 

And guess what happened? Another billionaire responded. 

That billionaire (who remained anonymous) ended up buying from him the most expen-
sive life insurance policy ever recorded in history; an eye-popping $201 Million Dollars. 

Quoted from:  
http://www.mercurynews.com/business/ci_25347898/silicon-valley-billion-
aire-sets-record-201-million-life

"Perhaps most remarkably, Frances' firm won the client's busi-
ness via a direct mail campaign. Who knew that valley billion-
aires open mass mailings?"

While my own mailings to business owners would certainly pale in comparison to 
Dovi's, we have shared a common working strategy ... which is that we mail to our pros-
pects RESIDENCES ... not businesses!

Catch 'Em At Home
Mail sent to a larger scale business can almost be impossible to reach the owner. Secre-
taries could care less about what business or marketing service you're offering and will 
open and scan virtually every piece of mail that comes in. 

They're not going to say "oh wow Mr. Burns you should take a look at this awesome Mo-
bile Optimization doo dad that "cutthroat marketing" just sent us."

They're just going to throw it right out instead, and the owner won't ever even have a 
chance to glance at it. At the workplace, there's dozens of mailpieces coming in per day, 
the secretary doesn't care about anything marketing related, and the business owners 
themselves are often so frazzled they probably wouldn't even comprehend anything if it 
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did get through. 

But if you mail to their HOME: they get way less mail, have a much higher chance of 
actually seeing it, and are in a much more relaxed state. 

Make sense? 

I do suggest you stick with postcards when doing this, because sending letters to local 
business owners homes can seem a little too personal and creepy. Postcards, however, 
do not! Plus they don't require envelopes to open or long sales letters to read, so they're 
perfect. 

You can actually print 4x6 postcards right on your home printer (inkjet or laser) using 
regular avery 4x6 postcard sheets in which you'll get 100 sheets (2 postcards per sheet) 
for about $13 or so through amazon. 

That sure beats the hell out of $10 lumpy mailers!

And you probably have two questions ... 

''where do I get  owners home addresses?" 

and 

"what do I put on the postcards that will get them interested in contacting me back?"

Finding Their Addresses
There's a bunch of ways to get the home addresses of local business owners. You'll just 
need to pick the solution that works best for you. The basic strategy is to figure out the 
business you want to target, figure out who owns them, then figure out where they live. 

This is a GREAT job to outsource to a cheap VA. There's also some great solutions to 
shortcut everything if needed. 

Finding the Businesses

I really love using listshack.com for this. Within minutes you can have virtually all your 
local businesses (anywhere in the USA) downloaded to a CSV, along with any owners 
names available. 

If you're an elite member, you'll find my custom-coded VBA tool that you can download 
free and it will simply organize and sort all the businesses by the best types for direct 
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mail. Otherwise you just sort and filter in excel or google docs manually. 

Other ways of getting lists of businesses would be to use a scraping software (I can't per-
sonally recommend one but mobile renegade and lead kahuna tend to the be the most 
popular) ... or simply start google searching around. 

Again, great opportunity to use a cheap VA. 

Finding The Owners Names

Again, listshack's lists really come in handy here because they have a lot of owners 
names included, making your job a lot easier. But, they won't have them all, and also not 
all of you will want to sign up to listshack, so there are more options. 

Manta is good for searching and finding business owners, as is simple searches for 
"owner of X" in your search engines. If you're having trouble pinning down an owner for 
a business(es) that you really want to target ... head over to your county clerk's office and 
use the free computers where you can search business records. You'll be able to see just 
who the owner is and at the same time, search their name for property records and you'll 
have their address!

Finding Their Home Addresses

Provided you have the owner's name(s), there's quite a lot of ways to find their address-
es. You can always go to the county clerks office and look up property records but you 
can also find most of the addresses right from your home computer. 

Whitepages will get them most of the time, but sometimes you might have to use sites 
like radaris or spokeo. Basic internet searching works well too, and sometimes county 
records will come up through simple google searches for their name just as well. 

And Here's a GREAT Resource
This is a really neat addition to "Whale Bait" that I've discovered and have been using 
a lot to sell basic print services ... simply get a list from myacxiompartner.com of self 
employed individuals!

Unfortunately it doesn't show you what business types they own, but it does have really 
good data and I've used it all over the USA for many months with good results. I gotta 
say, it's pretty cool to have lists of business owners home addresses spit out automatical-
ly! 
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Keep in mind though that if you're going to mail to an entire list of business owners, 
rather than a segmenting them by business types ... you'll need to send offers out for 
services that most business owners will be interested in. 

I like to advertise for printing services when I mail to a list of random-niche business 
owners. You can even pick a printing propensity!:

If you want to really tighten up the targeting you can do like I picked in the above exam-
ple: "self employed & owners, with high propensities of likely purchase advertising and 
likely to purchase printing."

What these propensities will often do is knock out 90% of the low-chance businesses 
owners and instead return the ones who are likely to own businesses that are doing 
printing and advertising. 

What To Send
Lastly, I'll need to tell you what to send that gets them interested. I STRONGLY suggest 
that if you're going to mail whale bait, you organize your business types and mail them 
pieces that are focused on that industry. A really good thing is that you can scale this 
outside your local area and simply mail to other owners in niches you're comfortable 
with. I'm going to share some great postcard headlines (the rest you can fill in with what 
you want) ...
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Great for targeting restaurant owners, or 
adapting to other niches like bakeries, 
pizzerias, and auto service. 

Make sure to use the Crystal Ball when 
they contact you back asking for more 
info. 

Great for targeting almost any local 
business that uses coupons. You can 
modify this headline to fit niches that 
don't tend to use coupons (like home 
improvement, insurance, etc.). 

Good niche owners in particular to send 
this to are Dentists, Chiros, Veterinarians, 
Pastors (no coupon of course), Grocers, 
Laundromat Owners, Chinese Food, Piz-
zerias, Restaurants, Home Service, etc. 
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This one is specifically for 9x12'ers. There 
are LOTS of different ways to use whale 
bait for 9x12 and you can mail to the 
generic business owner lists as well. 

Don't get stuck on a headline like this 
only, there's plenty more good ones to 
think of. 

I really love this type of strategy (where 
you detail a specific criteria), because it 
directly pertains to them. 

It's just time consuming to get the infor-
mation together, so don't get in over 
your head. 

They do often have great response 
though! Use the same concept for all 
sorts of niches, figuring out what might 
be their most attractive data. 
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I really love pitching new mover cam-
paigns as it's a type of marketing that's 
easy for most business owners to see the 
value in right away. 

On this type of headline we're using the 
specific number approach. (Great to use 
the Crystal Ball With). 

 I've used this headline with very good 
success. You don't have to use the 
'coupon' pitch depending on who you're 
targeting. 

Think Veterinarians, Bakeries, Daycares, 
Dentists, Churches, Auto Service, Home 
Services, Grocers, Restaurants, Bou-
tiques, Landscapers, etc. 
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This one here is my best performer. 

Don't get married to the "I can show you 
how to find hundreds of them" because 
I've used all sorts of different lines with 
results. 

You can learn them here in my compre-
hensive "Contractor Cash Course":

highresponsemarketing.com/contractor

This particular headline I use for my whale bait, I target mid-to large size window, siding, door 
companies. These type of businesses are virtually ALWAYS ready to buy into anything that can pro-
duce more leads. I find that owners respond to these postcards very very well, more so than any 
others in my experience. 

How do you show them how to find hundreds of local homeowners who need windows, doors, or 
siding? Easy, you run a mailing to enter a sweepstakes to win 3 free windows, and on the sweep-
stakes entry you have them mark down whether they're interested in windows, doors, or siding, etc.  
Sweepstakes entries easily generate 5%+ response when done right, making hundreds of leads for 
people who want those certain products able to be generated with even low quantities like 5,000 
pieces -- even sent EDDM. For more on this particular strategy, hit up the elite member module 
"street sweepers". 

THE END

http://highresponsemarketing.com/contractor
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